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1  For most of the time the United Kingdom played an important part in the organization of world 

..................  sources even in the Middle East.

power reminder travel building

2  In the future, we will paint our houses with paint colors full of nanites that will   .................. 

sunlight and turn it into electricity.

influence reflect replace absorb

3  Environmentalists believe that in controlling Tehran ’s air .................. , using public transportation

can have a considerable impact.

attention prediction pollution consumption

4  Psychologists believe that children who are brought up in an unhappy home  .................. usually

reflect some serious behavioral difficulties.

agreement inspiration element environment

5  I see China as a necessary part of a growing new .................. economy.

global renewable suitable common

6  There are about 13,000 identifiable .................. of roses throughout the world.

series varieties products designs

7  Buses and trucks are usually …………………… by diesel engines.

powered converted absorbed informed

8  The children enjoy participating in a wide …………………… of activities.

variety waist sight broth

9  The problem with fossil fuels is that they are not …………………… .

shiny renewable fond visible

10  Your local library will be a useful …………………… of information.

load document source suitcase

11  We sat on the balcony enjoying the autumn …………………… .

sunshine battery flashlight absence

12  Please …………………… uncle that we are leaving at six tomorrow morning.

remember remind consume generate

13  If plastic is burnt, it will …………………… some dangerous gases.

use up turn round give off look up
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14  My classmate and I decided to …………….. for membership in the library.

apply consume power remind

15  The $400 million program is centered on energy efficiency and renewable .................. sources such
as hydropower, wind energy, tide energy and nuclear energy.
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